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NVC at Choboji: Realizing Peace through ‘Right Speech’ 
We say “realizing peace” because, although there may be conflict apparent in any 

given moment, the present moment is always ripe with an underlying peace for us to 
rediscover, together.  To uncover this presence of peace amidst seeming conflict re-
quires us to bear witness to and engage with the truth of our feelings and the needs 
they express, both within ourselves and with each other.  In human affairs, this process 
of honoring our needs and those of others is the path to peace, but it is only possible 
through effective communication.  Realizing peace through ‘Right Speech’ is a form of 
wisdom and compassion in action essential to any restorative process human beings 
might engage in with one another.


As with all elements of the Noble Eightfold Path, our degree of success and benefit 
derived through ‘Right Speech’ depends on how developed and integrated our skillful 
means and capacities are.  Skillful and meaningful communication requires an equal 
measure of deep listening and effective speech, on both sides.  As Henry David Thore-
au relates, “It takes two to speak the truth – one to speak and another to hear.”  Fortu-
nately, our traditional Zen practice already devotedly develops our capacity to listen 
with greater clarity, depth, and engagement, through the three traditional modes of 
practice (zazen, kinhin, and samu).  Yet, these modes of traditional practice only devel-
op our skillfulness with the listening side of effective communication.


Most Buddhists in the Western world, not living a monastic lifestyle, are actively en-
gaged, on a regular if not daily basis, in social relationships with family, friends, and 
their wider community that require a great deal of two-way communication, to unravel 
and resolve complex or dynamic problems.  As Genjo Marinello Osho related during a 
private interview conducted by myself and Monika “Jion” Winkelmann:


“…in the 21st century in the West, we’re principally a lay practice.  …I think this 
is a good thing because we interact therefore more with our political and so-
cioeconomic realities and universes.  And we need healthy communication 
skills to integrate ourselves in a positive way to take our noble silence, and our 
practice of mindfulness, and our practice of daily compassion into a complex, 
suffering, conflicted world.  We particularly need healthy skills at communicat-
ing that de-escalate problems rather than escalate problems and polarities.”
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Pressed by the realities of what is primarily a socially engaged Buddhist practice in 
America and our cultural emphasis on democratic rather than hierarchical approaches 
to resolution, Genjo Osho sees the need for American Zen to formally develop a fourth 
mode or “branch of samadhi” that specifically addresses Right Speech in a culturally 
relevant way:


“I think NVC (Nonviolent Communication) has the best potential that we’ve 
come across so far to build up a skillset that will assist with our bringing Zen 
practice and noble silence, and all of the elements of traditional Zen practice 
into daily life and the wider world.  I do think it's very much a 21st century phe-
nomenon in the West that we need this step.  I think it's also more democratic.  
…I don’t want to abandon hierarchy at the same time because I think it serves 
many purposes, positive purposes, but this is a democratic West….  That 
means we need the communication skills so that we're not so dependent on 
noble silence and hierarchy to direct us.  We need to come to our own solutions 
and conclusions in a healthy, wholesome way. 


There's certainly nothing wrong with good communication.  In Zen, we have 
this emphasis of transcending words and letters.  I'm not going to change that 
emphasis, but we also don't want to abandon words and letters.  Nor do we 
want to ignore words and letters, and the great capacity of the human condition 
to make use of words and letters of communication to better our daily life and 
social interactions.”


So, what should this fourth mode or branch of Zen practice look like in 21st-century 
America?  The sangha’s leadership invited Marcia Christen, a Certified Trainer with the 
Center for Nonviolent Communication, to Choboji on July 15th for a day-long NVC 
workshop, to help us explore that question together.


In the Zendo, attendees seated in a circle, the mood at the start of the workshop 
was seemingly one of genuine excitement, curiosity, and hope.  For some attendees, 
this mood was fueled by the pain of recent conflicts within the sangha and the need 
revealed by them for greater skillfulness in communication.  For others, the mood was 
informed by the positive experiences they had previously had using NVC techniques in 
their professional lives.  Still others expressed their hope that better communication 
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skills would improve the quality of their personal relationships.  Indeed, Marcia shared 
that she become devoted to spreading the practices of NVC because of how beneficial 
and life-changing her use of NVC techniques had been in improving her relationship 
with her daughter.


Many attendees, if not most, were frank during introductions in expressing their 
shortcomings or lack of skill in communicating effectively with others, yet this angst, 
shared openly by attendees, was already being held and positively transformed 
through the attentive listening of the group.  There was a mutual recognition of our 
shared interests and feelings, and a growing sense of our connectedness.  In essence, 
the overall design and facilitation of the workshop (not just the group exercises) was, 
itself, an embodiment of the NVC model and an ideal opportunity to practice it.


The course material provides that “NVC is a process to prioritize connection.  …Liv-
ing NVC, in relating to others, involves: The intention to connect mutually in dialogue, 
to see the humanness in the other, and to authentically reveal one’s own humanness.  
This intention and connection results in mutually valuing each other’s needs and enjoy-
ing giving to one another.”  Indeed, Marcia stressed in the beginning a key point that, 
“It is not our needs that are in conflict, but rather our strategies for meeting those 
needs.”  We all share the same basic needs – the same essence of being.  In recogniz-
ing and communicating our needs effectively through the techniques of NVC, we are 
able to more easily find common ground and mutual understanding in a respectful way 
that encourages appreciation and cooperation.


Monika “Jion” Winkelmann, a visiting member of the affiliated sangha in Bonn, 
Germany, shared this about her experience of a one-on-one practice exercise at the 
workshop:


“It was so powerful, relieving, and connecting.  The two of us, who were work-
ing together, felt and enjoyed the deep, new understanding naturally flowing be-
tween us.  …Ahhh. THIS IS IT!  Interconnectedness directly experienced by us-
ing the language of love.”


“Language of love” is a reference to Christoph “Reiho” Hatlappa, a Rinzai Zen teacher 
and certified NVC trainer and mediator in Germany, who was one of the first in Europe 
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to pursue extending the formal practice of Zen beyond noble silence and into the realm 
of “noble words and listening,” calling it practicing “the language of Buddha.”


The NVC training largely centered around how to skillfully make use of the fact that 
feelings and emotions provide the raw information, the essential feedback, informing 
us as to what needs are or are not being met in our lives or present situation.  In zazen, 
we become more and more adept at intimately encountering feelings and emotions 
that we might otherwise suppress or fail to notice, yet we do not traditionally practice 
translating and communicating those feelings and the insights revealed by them.  Simi-
lar to the bridge between zazen and ‘everyday life’ that kinhin and samu offer, NVC 
seems a natural extension of our traditional Zen practice, as the core principles and 
skills in NVC include that of “Empathic Hearing” (listening to our and others’ feelings 
and emotions in a fully engaged and compassionate way), as well as taking responsi-
bility for our feelings and actions, prioritizing connection, and promoting equal care of 
everyone’s needs.


NVC’s natural compatibility with Buddhism is further apparent through Marcia’s re-
sponse in a post-workshop interview conducted by Jion, which hints at “no-self” and a 
nondualistic view as being elements important to effective use of NVC techniques:


“If the purpose of NVC is to create a quality of heartfelt connection where all 
needs are held with full care and needs are met from natural giving, then if the 
NVC language [I’m using] is not connecting, I want to check in with my inten-
tion.  …So often we begin to ‘use’ NVC ‘on’ people rather than being the con-
sciousness and letting our words and actions simply come from that intention.


…Time and time again I have experienced if I trust the consciousness, trust 
myself, that connection comes in many forms.  …I also have learned that there 
is no way to know what is ‘good’ or ‘bad’ and so there is less attachment to re-
sisting life or being attached to it being a certain way.  It has been at my most 
deep times of despair that this practice has been my lifeline and I have been 
able to find compassion, empowerment and hope. This brings me more and 
more trust.”


…I have such trust that I don’t need to have all the answers – that if I am 
present with an intention to connect, the strategies and answers will come from 
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the empathic space we create.  I have worked with and been part of myself, 
many hierarchical structures: prisons, schools, businesses, hospitals, etc.  Us-
ing NVC at the systemic level was [Marshall Rosenberg, the founding develop-
er’s] dream. He longed for the structures in society to support the worth of all 
beings, to support all needs being honored.”


During a mondo at Choboji the day after the workshop, sangha leader’s expressed 
a hopeful and appreciative attitude towards the training.  Sally “Zenka” Metcalf offered 
that:


“NVC has really grown up over the last many years – this is not your father and 
mother's NVC.  This is kind of a transcendent NVC, in my view.  And so what 
we are really talking about on the restorative practices committee is restorative 
practices and restorative systems.  And nonviolent communication underlies 
those practices and those systems.  So many wonderful people, including Mar-
shall Rosenberg, have taken it to a new level.  So we're really working with this 
beautiful new technique and new structures and new ideas within this commu-
nity to help people.  And I think it's really gonna help us.”


At the same time, sangha leaders clearly recognized and emphasized that the NVC 
techniques learned at the workshop would serve us no good if we fail to routinely and 
consistently practice them.  Rev. Anne “Sendo” Howells humbly rendered a shared 
sentiment:


“One of the things that was clear to me yesterday was that a one-off workshop 
does no good at all.  I went to the one last year.  I thought, ‘Well, this is really 
interesting.  It would be nice to spend some time on it.  But I'm gonna forget it,’ 
and I did forget it.  So I was starting from the beginning again yesterday and re-
alizing how hard this is.  I'm not very good at it.  I need to practice.”


During the mondo, Genjo Osho likewise conveyed his concern that the “samadhi of 
communication,” in the form of NVC, would fail to catch on as a regular, consistent 
practice of the sangha.  He suggested that, in addition to quarterly skill-building work-
shops, the sangha run a weekly NVC practice group and begin using NVC techniques 
in board and committee meetings.
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“If we start practicing in our committees and board and Thursday night groups, 
and it becomes part of our inner language, then when we do hit a bump or a 
more difficult situation that has a conflict, we will be better prepared to meet it 
more smoothly, cleanly, and lovingly.”


As a relatively new member of Choboji, I have been impressed by Genjo Osho and 
sangha leaders’ careful but courageous efforts to adapt Zen to better harmonize with 
American culture in a way that maintains the essential integrity of the tradition and its 
core practices.  Genjo clearly hopes the sangha’s efforts to extend formal practice to 
include ‘Right Speech’ will help set a meaningful precedent and trend in this ongoing 
process:


“If, and it's a big if, Choboji really makes it a big part of our practice that com-
munication samadhi is part of our training, I can't imagine that that won’t be in-
fectious for other Zen groups.  Because every spiritual community… has had 
conflicts and difficulties that have led to people feeling hurt enough, teachers 
and students, to dissolve communities or leave.  And I'm not talking about 
things that have been so terribly egregious, [although] we’ve had that too.  …
I’m talking about terrible miscommunication, and poor communication, that has 
disrupted many groups that I know of.  So I do think there's a great need.  And 
if we can demonstrate that we can pull it off and make it a part of our practice, 
that is bound to be attractive.”


Thich Nhat Hahn points out, in the Right Speech chapter of his book The Heart of 
the Buddha’s Teaching, “In the Lotus Sutra, a bodhisattva named Wondrous Sound 
was able to speak to each person in his or her own language.  For someone who 
needed the language of music, he used music.  For those who understood the lan-
guage of drugs, he spoke in terms of drugs.  Every word the Bodhisattva Wondrous 
Sound said opened up communication and helped others transform.  We can do the 
same, but it takes determination and skillfulness.”  Perhaps NVC is the vehicle by 
which we can all access the capacity of Wondrous Sound within us all, helping us real-
ize peace in our relationships, sangha, and community…
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